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 Reasons to choose 
Home Vision Blinds

Why Pay More?
Get factory-direct prices by buying from Home 
Vision Blinds. We wholesale nationwide and 
deliver to commercial clients and home-owners 
throughout the North Island, direct from our 
East Tamaki factory. 

- Enjoy the space-saving convenience of roller   
   blinds (with options for block out, thermal, 
   and motorised operation)

- Get the ultimate glare control from sunscreen  
 roller blinds that won’t obstruct your view

- 25mm or classic cut 50mm venetians allow                 
 variable light control (classic width also  
 available in the natural warmth of timber)

- Vertical blinds are the practical and 
 economical solution for rentals, sliding doors  
 and angled windows.  

0800 Blinds
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Freephone: 0800 Blinds 
(0800 254 637)

       www.0800blinds.co.nz 
Ph: 09 274 1930 Fax: 09 274 1931  Mon - Fri 8.30am - 5pm  Sat 10am - 1pm
Address: 1 Analie Place, East Tamaki, Auckland 2013

Whether you’re renovating or building, creating ambience or privacy, blinds 
give your home or office a contemporary finish.  From reducing glare to 
blocking out light completely, Home Vision Blinds offer a wide range of 

blinds to suit residential, commercial and educational environments. 

Factory direct prices – buy direct from a wholesaler.  

We have been manufacturing and supplying Auckland with blinds for nearly 
three decades. 60,000 customers can’t be wrong! 

We can organise installation, or you can save by fitting the blinds yourself.  It’s 
straightforward (we send concise installation instructions).  Delivery is by 
courier throughout the North Island.  

Avoid traffic jams – our on road sales team can come to Auckland clients for
 a free measure and quote.

Good turnaround time, because we carry a wide range of stock in our core 
range of 20 popular and timeless neutral colours. These are complemented by a 
number of brighter fashionable, ‘accent’ options. Visit our showroom to see the 
full range of swatches. 

A 5-year warranty backs all our products, demonstrating our commitment to 
providing a quality product that is good value-for-money.

Friendly service. We’re 100% New Zealand owned, and all our blinds are made 
in New Zealand in our East Tamaki factory.

Contact Home Vision Blinds, Auckland’s leading blinds suppliers for new home 
builds, renovations and commercial clients. Make an appointment to view the full 
range, or complete the online enquiry to book your free measure and quote.
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Sunscreen roller blinds
Vertical blinds are an economical choice and popular for floor to 
ceiling windows or doors, as well as rental properties due to the ease of 
repairing or replacing damaged slats. Vertical blinds are also practical 
for angled windows as they can be cut to fit. Mould and fire-resistant, 
Home Vision vertical blinds are manufactured to the highest standard 
from the same range of fabric as roller blinds, in a wide range of colours 
and textures. They feature a self-aligning heavy-duty aluminium track 
and smooth, synchronized vane action.  

Roller blinds Vertical blinds
Home Vision sunscreen blinds are an ideal choice to reduce glare at home 
or in the office, while also protecting your furniture, floor coverings, 
valuable artworks and books from harmful UV rays. Available in two 
weights, the Sunfilter weight offers more privacy, with only shadows 
visible from outside, whereas the Sunscreen weight offers a more 
transparent weave that allows you to enjoy the view through your window.

Roller blinds are our biggest seller.  Completely versatile, they can be 
used both in contemporary homes, older properties, renovations or 
commercial settings to give a contemporary feel. Although they’re 
low-maintenance and simple to operate, different fabric weights 
allow degrees of privacy and light control. Our core range of 20 
popular and timeless neutral colours are complemented by a number 
of brighter fashionable, ‘accent’ options.  All roller blinds are coated 
with polyester, which seals and protect the blinds against mould and 
condensation, especially important in bathrooms and kitchen areas.  

Roller blinds can be operated by sidewinder chain, traditional spring 
or, for the ultimate in control for those hard-to-reach places, we  
can supply motorised blinds operated by battery-run remote  
control devices.  The thermal-backed roller blinds have impressive  
insulating properties, keeping your home cool in the summer and 
warm in cooler months. Roller blinds are available in three fabric 
density options:  blackout, sunscreen or sun-filter.

• Motorised • Springloaded

Venetian blinds Wooden & Composite Venetian blinds
For a natural, warm look and feel, Home Vision wooden venetian 
blinds will perfectly enhance any room in your home. Made from the 
highest quality wood – our timber venetian blinds have a rich grain 
and texture which is easy on the eye. Or, you can get a painted timber 
look with “Vision Wood®” venetian, (a recommended option for areas 
with moisture such as kitchens or bathrooms).  

Home Vision wooden venetians are available in a natural wood colour 
or the Vision Wood® painted-effect colours of white and Alabster. The 
water-resistant Vision Wood® blinds are heavier, but will not crack, 
fade or warp in wet areas.  

Traditional aluminium Venetian blinds offer a tried-and-tested way of 
controlling interior light intensity – and also how much the outside world 
can view of your private spaces. Venetians are available in two chic blade 
widths:  a 25mm or a more classic 50mm. Aluminium Venetian blinds 
come in an impressive range of stylish modern colours.  The great  
advantage of Venetians is that you can vary the angle of the blades to 
block out both glare and prying eyes, but reinstate your favourite vista 
at the flick of a cord. Venetian blinds are popular for home, office and 
educational installation. • Treated for moist environmets


